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Today in luxury:

Rumors swirl around Raf Simons in Milan

There are some rumors that just won't go away and the most insistent in Milan is the one that sees Raf Simons on his
way to Prada Group. Market sources suggest the Belgian designer could be headed to Miu Miu as they say that
Prada's sister label has moved its design and communication office to Milan from Paris. The sources added that
Simons has been searching for an apartment in the Italian city, which may have led to the tie-up speculations, per
Women's Wear Daily.

Click here to read the entire article on Women's Wear Daily

Global carmakers and luxury brands hit as virus shuts down China's "motor city"

Global carmakers and luxury goods firms are facing a hit to their business in China due to disruption caused by the
spread of a deadly virus that could drag down an already slowing economy, reports CNN.

Click here to read the entire article on CNN

Half of Taycan buyers are new to the brand, says Porsche CEO

Half of the people buying the Porsche Taycan have never owned a Porsche. That's according to Porsche North
America chief Klaus Zellmer, speaking on Jan. 24 during a Bloomberg TV interview.

Click here to read the entire article on Bloomberg

Rmy Cointreau offers investors a dry few months
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For the world's most exclusive liquor company, the party has fizzled out. Rmy Cointreau, which specializes in top-
shelf cognacs, blamed a dismal end to 2019 on a series of one-offs. It won't be clear whether the problems go
deeper until the new boss lays out his strategy in June, according to the Wall Street Journal.

Click here to read the entire article on the Wall Street Journal
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